
Digital Health Activity  
RFQ No: DHA-2022-05  
Revised Due Date: December 16, 2022 5:00PM EST  
 
The following questions were received by the December 1, 2022 closing date. In accordance with 
the terms of the RFQ, these responses are being provided to all RFQ recipients.  
 

1. Is partial quotation for some of the items acceptable? (Can we submit a partial bid?) 
 

  Response: This is not advised.  
 

2. (Regarding Item No. 4, Blower) Can you please provide us with more Technical 
Information/description or a reference model. 
 

Response: We are soliciting items comparable to a Jacksking 1000W Electric Handheld 
Computer Duster/Air Blower.  

 
3. (Regarding Item No. 12, RAM Memory 16GB) Can you please provide us with more Technical 

Information/description Brand/Model No. or Part No., what the memory will be installed in. 
(Item 12 – please confirm what make and model the 16GB memory is to be used in.) 
 

Response: This Item should be compatible with a Dell Latitude 3420 laptop. Additional 
technical specifications include a speed of 3200MHz and Part Number: 
HMAA1GS6CJR6N-XN 

 
4. Is there any way this tender can be extended by 1 week? 

 
Response: The deadline is extended to December 16, 2022 5:00PM EST.  

 
5. You are asking for DDP delivery. On the last shipments we did, the local JSI team used their own 

freight agent to clear the goods. Can we offer delivery terms of CIP Addis Ababa? 
 

Response: Yes.  
 

6. Item 3 says you want Tablets, but the details provided are for a smartphone. Please confirm 
which is needed. 
 

Response: Apologies for this mistake. Item 3 should be labeled as a Samsung A53 5G 
mobile phone.  

 
7. US Flagged Carrier? 

 
Response: The Fly America Act (49 U.S.C. 40118) is a federal regulation that states that 
any foreign air travel that is financed by federal funds must be booked on U.S. Flag Air 



Carriers, regardless of cost or convenience. Shipments by air/sea should be via an 
American Flag Carrier to the extent possible.  

 
8. Will you accept split shipments?  

 
Response: Yes this is possible.  

 


